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GAME DESCRIPTION
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Enter Wonderland with Alice and embrace the nostalgia 
and contrast of old faces and new innovative features! 

Anything can happen in Wonderland: Adventure Bonuses, 
Wild Multipliers and so many other fun features to 
explore alongside the White Rabbit, Hatter or Cheshire 
Cat. 

Keep a keen eye out for the animated characters and their 
specific roles in the game!
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GAME ID AliceInWonderland96 / 
AliceInWonderland

GAME TYPE Slot

LAYOUT 3x5

LINES/WAYS 10

PAY ORDER Left to right

RTP 94% / 96%

VOLATILITY Extreme

MIN / MAX BET 0,20 / 100

MAX MULTIPLIER X50,100 

MAX EXPOSURE 5,010,000

HIT FREQUENCY 19.98% / 20.44%

ASPECT RATIO Responsive

THEME Alice in Wonderland

IN-GAME FREE SPINS Yes

BUY INTO BONUS Yes

PROMO FREE SPINS Yes

GAME FEATURES

• Alice’s Mad Fortune
• Collectables
• Gold and Silver Characters
• Adventure Re Spins Bonus
• Bonus Characters Feature
• Buy Bonus
• Turbo Mode



ALICE’S MAD FORTUNE
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Alice’s symbol is an expanding Wild. She expands 
to fill the entire reel when there is a winning 
combination.

The Cheshire Cat can award a random multiplier of 
2x or 3x.

The Silver White Rabbit, the Hatter, and the 
Caterpillar Bonus symbols are Wild. 



COLLECTABLES
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Landing the Cheshire Cat, the Hatter, or the 
Caterpillar in the base game accumulates points 
for use in the Bonus game. 

The number of gold rings per collection 
increments by one when enough points are 
accumulated.



GOLD AND SILVER 
CHARACTERS 
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Silver symbols perform their feature once they land on 
the reels or when re-spins reset to 3 and a new symbol 
lands on the reels, they retrigger.

Gold symbols perform their feature after every spin until 
all gold rings are used and when re-spins reset to 3.



ADVENTURE 
RE SPINS BONUS
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3 or more Bonus Scatter symbols 
trigger the Bonus. 

The game starts with all empty 
positions re-spinning 3 times. If any
additional symbol lands the re spins 
are reset to 3.



THE BONUS FEATURES
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Cards that 
award from 1x-
10x.

The Caterpillar 
increases values of 
all other symbols 
from +1 to +5.

The Queen kills all 
Card symbols, 
collecting their values 
and making room for 
new positions. 

The Hatter collects the 
values of all other 
symbols and adds 
them to his own. 

The Cheshire Cat 
randomly selects 1 to 
100% of the symbols 
on the reels and 
doubles their amounts. 

The Mushroom 
awards an entire 
reel of extra 
symbol positions.



BONUS CHARACTERS FEATURES
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Silver White Rabbit 
increases re-spins by 1 
every time the re-spins 
reset.

Silver Alice interacts with minimum 
1 other symbol performing their 
feature again and happens every 
time the re-spins reset. 

Gold Cheshire Cat performs Cheshire 
Cat feature as well as re-triggering every 
time the re-spins reset and re-triggers 
on all other re-spins while at least one 
gold ring remains. 

Gold Hatter performs Hatter feature as 
well as re-triggers every time the re-spins 
reset and re-triggers on all other re-spins 
while at least one gold ring remains. 

Gold Caterpillar increases values of all 
other symbols and adds them to his own 
as well as re-triggering every time the re-
spins reset and re-triggers on all other re-
spins while at least one gold ring remains.



BUY BONUS
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There are 4 different Buy Bonuses to choose from, re-
spins always reset to 1,2,3 and 4 re spins. For Bonus 
buy options with re spin reset to 2,3 and 4 a Gold 
character symbol is guaranteed!

Buy the Free Spins and jump straight into the Bonus. 
This is perfect for exploring the Free Spins experience 
in a limited time.

TURBO MODE
Play at faster speeds with less repetitive 
animations and disruptions.
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MARKETS

Bulgaria
Canada (Ontario)
Curacao
Colombia
Malta
Latvia
Lithuania
Estonia
Greece
Germany
Switzerland
Sweden
Romania
United Kingdom
USA (New Jersey)

LANGUAGES

Bulgarian
Chinese (Simplified)
Danish
Dutch
Estonian
Finnish
German
Greek
Italian
Japanese
Latvian
Lithuanian
Macedonian
Norwegian
Portuguese (Brazilian)
Romanian
Russian
Spanish
Swedish
Thai
Turkish
Vietnamese

CURRENCIES

EUR
CHF
JPY
PLN
XOF
GEL
CRC
KGS
PYG
ZAR
MDL
CLP
KRW
RON
ZMW
CZK
CNY
KZT
RSD
VDO
HNL
DDK

MAD
KES
TZS
UAH
DOP
MMK
RUB
MNT
ARS
GBP
MOP
SEK
COP
AUD
GHS
MXN
SGD
VES
AZN
HKD
MYR
THB

IDR
BGN
HRK
NIO
TRY
RUP
BND
HUF
NOK
TWD
VND
BMB
ILS
NZD
USD
VNS
BRL
INR
PEN
UYU
IDS
CAD

ISK
PHP
VEF
AMD
BTC
mBTC
ETC
TRX



GAME DISTRIBUTION
This game is available via SlotMatrix. Powered by EveryMatrix, SlotMatrix offers 
relevant and exclusive gaming content which can be easily integrated with any 
gaming platform on the market, enabling instant revenue and game offering 
boost.  

With SlotMatrix, operators have access to unique content from in-house game 
producers Armadillo Studios and Spearhead Studios, as well as our SlotMatrix 
RGS partners and other strong, exclusive brands.

If you need further support or any additional materials to help with the release 
of these titles, please contact your Casino Account Manager or email 
amsm@everymatrix.com.

Discover more at https://slotmatrix.com/games/ 
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Follow us on

mailto:amsm@everymatrix.com
https://slotmatrix.com/games/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/slotmatrix/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=61550889306427
https://www.linkedin.com/company/everymatrix/
https://youtube.com/@SlotMatrix?si=VhKFJbO5EGyh9oXD


BeGambleAware.org

SlotMatrix is committed to player protection and responsible gambling. Game development and design includes safer gambling measures and features to protect vulnerable players. Although every 
attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document at the time of its publication, please note that the data upon which it is based may be subject to future modifications. 

Please don’t reproduce, change, or copy this document. Updated versions of this document will be made available as needed. 
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